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Supernumerary spacing of rainbows produced by an
elliptical-cross-section cylinder. I. Theory
James A. Lock
A sequence of rainbows is produced in light scattering by a particle of high symmetry in the short-
wavelength limit, and a supernumerary interference pattern occurs to one side of each rainbow. Using
both a ray-tracing procedure and the Debye-series decomposition of first-order perturbation wave theory,
I examine the spacing of the supernumerary maxima and minima as a function of the cylinder rotation
angle when an elliptical-cross-section cylinder is normally illuminated by a plane wave. I find that the
supernumerary spacing depends sensitively on the cylinder-cross-section shape, and the spacing varies
sinusoidally as a function of the cylinder rotation angle for small cylinder ellipticity. I also find that
relatively large uncertainties in the supernumerary spacing affect the rainbow angle only minimally.
© 2000 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 290.0290, 290.4020, 080.1510.
1. Introduction
When an electromagnetic plane wave is scattered by
a high-symmetry object such as a sphere, spheroid,
circular-cross-section cylinder, or an elliptical-cross-
section cylinder whose size is much larger than the
wavelength of light, a sequence of rainbows is
observed in the scattering far zone. The various
rainbows are labeled by index p, with the one-
internal-reflection ~i.e., primary! rainbow corre-
sponding to p 5 2, the two-internal-reflection ~i.e.,
secondary! rainbow corresponding to p 5 3, etc. The
rainbow is an example of the fold caustic, the simplest
of the structurally stable optical caustics.1 A conse-
quence of the rainbow’s structural stability is that, if
a spherical particle were to be slightly deformed into
a prolate or oblate spheroid, or if a cylinder’s circular
cross section were to be slightly deformed into an
ellipse, the resulting rainbow would distort in a num-
ber of ways. The rainbow scattering angle would
shift, the spacing of the maxima and minima of the
supernumerary interference pattern adjacent to the
rainbow would change, and the relative intensity of
the supernumerary maxima would change. But
structural stability requires that the basic rainbow
morphology persists.
When a circular cylinder is deformed so that its
cross section becomes slightly elliptical, one of the
distortions of the p 5 2 and p 5 3 rainbows is de-
scribed by the Mo¨bius extension2–4 to ray theory.
When the distorted cylinder is rotated about its axis
so that the incident beam illuminates different por-
tions of its elliptical surface, the rainbow scattering
angle, to first order in the eccentricity of the ellipse,
oscillates sinusoidally back and forth about the Des-
cartes rainbow angle for a circular cylinder.
In this paper I examine another distortion of the
p 5 2 and p 5 3 rainbows when the cross section of a
cylinder is deformed from a circle into an ellipse.
The angular spacing of the maxima and minima of
the supernumerary interference pattern is stan-
dardly parameterized5 by the quantity hp, which is
defined in Eq. ~2! below. One observes that as the
cylinder is rotated about its axis and the rainbow
angle oscillates back and forth, the supernumerary
pattern adjacent to it also oscillates back and forth,
but by an alternately slightly larger or slightly
smaller amount. This corresponds to an expansion
and contraction of the supernumeraries of the p rain-
bow, which is described mathematically by hp being a
function of the cylinder rotation angle j.
This paper proceeds as follows. In Section I
briefly review the ray, Mo¨bius, Airy, and complex
angular momentum ~CAM! theories of the rainbow
and describe the appearance of rainbows in exact
Rayleigh–Debye theory for scattering by a circular
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cylinder. In Sections 3 and 4 I calculate hp using
two different methods, one in the scattering near
zone and the other in the far zone. In Section 3 I use
a numerical ray-tracing procedure to determine the
shape of the phase fronts exiting a circular- or
elliptical-cross-section cylinder in the vicinity of the
p 5 2 and p 5 3 rainbows. From the shape of the
phase fronts, I obtain h2~j! and h3~j! and find that the
coefficients of the Fourier-series decomposition of
h2~j! and h3~j! scale as various powers of the eccen-
tricity of the elliptical cross section. In Section 4 I
determine h2~j! using the far-zone scattered intensity
in the vicinity of the rainbow. To do this I first de-
rive the wave theory scattering equations to first or-
der in the perturbation of the shape of the cylinder’s
cross section from that of a circle. I then perform a
Debye-series decomposition of the resulting partial-
wave scattering amplitudes and find that the surface
shape perturbation induces a coupling between par-
tial waves at all the interactions of the partial waves
with the cylinder surface. I then numerically com-
pute h2~j! using first-order perturbation theory along
with Airy or CAM modeling of the supernumerary
intensity minima and compare the results with the
ray theory results of Section 3.
Finally in Section 5 I summarize the results and
comment on their significance.
2. Theories of the Rainbow
A. Rainbow in Ray Theory and Mo¨bius Theory
I consider a family of parallel rays of wavelength l
and wave number k 5 2pyl normally incident on a
homogeneous circular cylinder of refractive index n
and radius a. The scattering angle up
D of the p rain-
bow is given in ray theory by6
cos~fi
D! 5 @~n2 2 1!y~p2 2 1!#1y2,
sin~ft
D! 5 ~1yn!sin~fiD!,
up
D 5 ~p 2 1!p 1 2fi
D 2 2pft
D. (1)
The same formulas are applicable to ray scattering by
a sphere. The rainbow ray for a circular-cross-
section cylinder or sphere is known as the Descartes
ray and is denoted in Eqs. ~1! by the superscript D.
The angle that the incident and refracted Descartes
ray makes with the normal to the cylinder surface as
the ray enters and exits it is fi
D and ft
D, respectively.
The shape of the phase fronts of the rays exiting a
circular cylinder in the immediate vicinity of the p
rainbow Descartes ray is5
Y 5 2hp X
3y3a2 1 O~X4ya3!, (2)
where X is the distance measured along the exit
plane of the cylinder, defined as being tangent to the
cylinder and normal to the Descartes ray; Y is the
distance measured parallel to the Descartes ray; and7
hp 5 @~p
2 2 1!2~p2 2 n2!1y2#y@p2~n2 2 1!3y2#. (3)
We next consider a cylinder with an elliptical cross
section whose surface is given by
~x92ya2! 1 ~y92yb2! 5 1, (4)
where x9, y9, z9 is a coordinate system attached to the
cylinder whose symmetry axis coincides with the z9
axis. The cylinder’s eccentricity is
e 5 ~bya! 2 1. (5)
Another set of coordinates x, y, z is fixed in the lab-
oratory with z 5 z9. The cylinder is oriented so that
the x9 axis makes an angle j with the x axis ~this is
illustrated in Fig. 1 of Ref. 8!. A family of incident
rays propagates in the 2y direction before encoun-
tering the cylinder, and the scattering angle u is mea-
sured clockwise from the 2y axis. The scattering
angle of the p 5 2 and p 5 3 rainbows of the elliptical-
cross-section cylinder is found in Mo¨bius theory to
be2–4
u2
R~j! 5 u2
D 2 8e sin~ft
D!cos3~ft
D!
3 cos~2j 1 u2
D! 1 O~e2!,
u3
R~j! 5 u3
D 1 32e sin~ft
D!cos3~ft
D!
3 cos~2ft
D!cos~2j 1 u3
D! 1 O~e2!. (6)
The details of the Mo¨bius calculation are described
more fully in Ref. 8.
B. Rainbow in Airy Theory
In the physical optics model of the rainbow, also
known as Airy theory, the cubic phase front of the
electric field exiting a circular cylinder in the vicinity
of the rainbow is Fourier transformed to the scatter-
ing far zone.9 The square of the far-zone scattered
electric field is
I~u! 5 ~2pI0 Fyr!~ax1y3yhp2y3!Ai2~2x2y3Dyhp1y3!, (7)
where I0 is the intensity of the plane wave, x 5 ka is
the cylinder size parameter, r is the distance from the
cylinder axis to the far-zone position of the detector in
the x, y plane, Ai is the Airy integral,10
D 5 u 2 up
D, (8)
and F is the appropriate combination of flat-surface
transmission and reflection Fresnel coefficients eval-
uated at the incident and transmitted angles fi
D and
ft
D of the Descartes ray. To derive Eq. ~7! it is as-
sumed that the incident electric field is polarized par-
allel to the cylinder axis ~i.e., the TE polarization!.
If the incident electric field were instead polarized
perpendicular to the cylinder axis ~i.e., the TM polar-
ization!, a large, if not dominant, contribution to the
scattered intensity is proportional to the square of the
derivative of the Airy integral, Ai92~2x2y3Dyhp
1y3!,
because the internal reflections occur near the Brew-
ster angle.11
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C. Rainbow in Rayleigh–Debye Theory and Complex
Angular Momentum Theory
The exact solution for scattering of a normally incident
electromagnetic plane wave by an infinitely long ho-
mogeneous circular cylinder is written in terms of an
infinite series of cylindrical multipole partial waves
and is sometimes called Rayleigh theory12 in analogy
to the term Mie theory for scattering by a sphere. The
decomposition of the partial-wave scattering ampli-
tudes into the individual contributions of diffraction
plus reflection ~p 5 0!, transmission ~p 5 1!, and
transmission following p 2 1 $ 1 internal reflections is
known as the Debye series.13 A number of rainbows
are observed in the computed Rayleigh–Debye far-
zone scattered intensity for a circular-cross-section
cylinder14–16 with x .. 1 ~e.g., the p 5 2 rainbow for
n 5 1.333 and x 5 1000.0 is shown as the solid curve
in Fig. 1!. The scattered intensity in the vicinity of
the rainbow, however, is modulated by scattered light
because of other Debye-series contributions, such as
reflection.17 Thus, for a careful examination of the p
rainbow in isolation from these other contributions,
the scattered intensity is computed with only the p
term of the Debye series ~e.g., the dashed curve in Fig.
1!. The resulting intensity is closely approximated by
the Airy theory intensity of Eq. ~7!, with the accuracy
of the approximation improving as x increases.
CAM theory17–19 provides a more accurate model-
ing of the p rainbow of a circular-cross-section cylin-
der or a sphere than does Airy theory. In CAM
theory the sum over partial waves is converted into
an integral by use of the modified Watson transfor-
mation, and a uniform approximation of the saddle-
point contributions to the integral is performed.
The resulting scattered electric field in the vicinity of
the rainbow is a linear combination of both the Airy
integral and its derivative:
E~u! } Ai@~2x2y3Dyhp1y3!u~D!#
2 iv~D!x21y3Ai9@~2x2y3Dyhp1y3!u~D!#, (9)
with
u~D! 5 1 1 u1D 1 u2D
2 1 . . . ,
v~D! 5 v0 1 v1D 1 v2D
2 1 . . . . (10)
The CAM coefficients uj and vj are functions of re-
fractive index and p. The vj coefficients also depend
on x for j $ 1. The function v~D! acts as a back-
ground for the rainbow so that the intensity at the
supernumerary intensity minima for TE scattering is
positive rather than zero. The function u~D! pro-
duces an increased stretching of the supernumerary
pattern with respect to the predictions of Airy theory
as D increases. Both of these behaviors are evident
in Fig. 3 of Ref. 20 where the p 5 2 rainbow in Mie
theory is compared with Airy theory. The first few
CAM coefficients are calculated in Ref. 17 for both the
TE and the TM polarizations for electromagnetic
scattering by a sphere with n 5 1.33 and in Eq. ~4.43!
of Ref. 19 for scattering of scalar waves. CAM the-
ory with u~D! 5 1 and v~D! 5 0 reduces to Airy theory.
In Section 4 I use CAM theory, including only the
coefficients u1 and v0. I call this the lowest-order
CAM correction to Airy theory.
3. Supernumerary Spacing Parameter hp in Ray
Theory
For an elliptical-cross-section cylinder, one would ide-
ally like to obtain an analytical expression for hp~j!
for the p 5 2 and p 5 3 rainbows to first order in the
cylinder ellipticity e using ray theory, analogous to
the Mo¨bius result of Eqs. ~6! for the rainbow angle
up
R~j!. I did not pursue this calculation, however,
for the following reason. The Mo¨bius theory deriva-
tion of the rainbow angle locates the position of the
Descartes ray in the exit plane of the cylinder to first
order in the eccentricity e. Ko¨nnen4 has extended
Mo¨bius theory for the p 5 3 rainbow to locate the
position of the Descartes ray in the exit plane to order
e2. But the determination of the shape of the exiting
cubic phase front requires that the position of the
Descartes ray in the exit plane be known to at least
order e4.
Instead, I determined h2~j! and h3~j! using the fol-
lowing numerical ray-tracing procedure. For each
cylinder rotation angle j, I considered a family of
parallel rays normally incident on the cylinder at
intervals of Dfi 5 0.0002°. Each ray was propa-
gated through the cylinder by use of the equations
derived in Ref. 8, and the minimum deflection ray
~i.e., the rainbow ray! was identified. Next, another
family of seven rays centered on the rainbow ray at
intervals of Dfi 5 0.05° was propagated through the
cylinder and the length of the optical path L of each
ray from the cylinder’s entrance plane ~defined as
being normal to the incoming rainbow ray and tan-
gent to the ellipse! to its exit plane ~defined as being
normal to the outgoing rainbow ray and tangent to
the ellipse! was computed. The length of the optical
Fig. 1. Far-zone scattered intensity as a function of scattering
angle in the vicinity of the p 5 2 rainbow for a circular-cross-
section cylinder with n 5 1.333 and x 5 1000.0 calculated by exact
wave theory ~solid curve! and the p 5 2 Debye-series portion of
exact wave theory ~dashed curve!.
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path of the four rays for which fi $ fi
R was then
fitted to the form
Lya 5 L~R!ya 1 A1~Xya!2 2 h1~Xya!3y3 1 B1~Xya!4,
(11)
where X is the distance along the exit plane from the
rainbow ray to the ray in question; L~R! is the optical
path length of the rainbow ray; and A1, h1, and B1
are constants determined by the fitting procedure.
Similarly, the length of the optical path of the four
rays for which fi # fi
R was fitted to the form
Lya 5 L~R!ya 1 A2~Xya!2 1 h2~Xya!3y3 1 B2~Xya!4.
(12)
Because the rainbow ray was located to within Dfi #
0.0002°, the values of A1 and A2 were found to be
exceedingly close to zero as required by Eq. ~2!. Be-
cause the Dfi interval for the set of seven rays near
the rainbow ray was small, a correspondingly small
portion of the exiting phase front was sampled. As a
result, h1 and h2 were found to be nearly identical,
and B1 and B2 differed only minimally. The super-
numerary scaling parameter hp was then taken to be
hp~j! 5 ~h1 1 h2!y2. (13)
After this procedure was carried out for 0° # j #
360° in intervals of Dj 5 1° for both the p 5 2 and p 5
3 rainbows, the resulting functions h2~j! and h3~j!
were decomposed into the Fourier series
h2~j! 5 e0 1 (
m51
‘
em cos~mj! 1 (
m51
‘
fm sin~mj!, (14)
h3~j! 5 g0 1 (
m51
‘
gm cos~mj! 1 (
m51
‘
jm sin~mj!. (15)
An analogous Fourier-series decomposition of the
rainbow angles u2
R~j! and u3
R~j! was performed in
Ref. 8. The Fourier decomposition of h2~j! and h3~j!
provides a useful diagnostic for our choice of Dfi for
the family of incident rays used to locate the rainbow
ray and for the family of seven rays used to determine
the shape of the exiting phase front. If the cylinder
has a circular cross section, all the Fourier coeffi-
cients for m Þ 0 should vanish. Similarly, if the
cylinder has an elliptical cross section, all the odd-m
Fourier coefficients should vanish because of the 180°
rotational symmetry of the ellipse. I found that if
Dfi were much larger than 0.0002° for the initial
family of incident rays, the rainbow ray was not lo-
cated with sufficient precision in the exit plane. As
a result, the fitted values of A1 and A2 were no longer
near zero, and the odd-m Fourier coefficients exhib-
ited a substantial amount of noise. Similarly, if Dfi
was much larger than 0.05° for the family of seven
rays in the vicinity of the rainbow ray, a larger than
desired portion of the exiting wave front was sam-
pled. The fitting of this larger portion to only order
~Xya!4 did not allow h2~j! and h3~j! to be determined
with sufficient precision because higher powers of
Xya also contribute substantially to the shape of the
phase front over the larger interval. As a conse-
quence, the odd-m Fourier coefficients again exhib-
ited a substantial amount of noise.
The Fourier coefficients of h2~j! and h3~j! exhibited
the following scaling behavior in e. For a circular-
cross-section cylinder, e0 and g0 are equal to h2 and
h3, respectively. For an elliptical-cross-section cyl-
inder, both e0 and g0 differ from the circular-cross-
section value of h2 and h3 of Eq. ~3! by a term
approximately linear in e, and the even-m coefficients
em, fm, gm, and jm for m $ 2 are approximately pro-
portional to emy2, with the constants of proportional-
ity depending on refractive index. An identical
scaling behavior in e was previously found8 for the
Fourier coefficients of the rainbow angle u2
R~j! and
u3
R~j!. As to refractive-index dependence, the m # 2
portion of Eq. ~14! for the p 5 2 rainbow was found to
be well fit by the expression
h2~j! < e0 1 19e@sin~ftD!#3y4@cos~ftD!#210y3 cos~2j 1 F!,
(16)
where the difference between e0 and h2 of Eq. ~3! is
approximately an order of magnitude smaller than
the amplitude of the cos~2j 1 F! term in approxima-
tion ~16!, and
F < ~250°!n 2 285°. (17)
For 1.25 # n # 1.7, the amplitude of the cos~2j 1 F!
term agrees with the results of the numerical ray-
tracing calculation to better than 2%, and F agrees to
within approximately 5°. I attribute no fundamen-
tal theoretical basis to approximations ~16! and ~17!.
They are solely the result of our motivation to obtain
an approximate equation for h2~j! to first order in e
that resembles the Mo¨bius theory result of Eqs. ~6! for
u2
R~j!.
In Fig. 2 I plot h2~j! 2 have as a function of j for an
elliptical-cross-section cylinder with e 5 0.0001 and
n 5 1.333, where have is the average value of h2~j!
over the interval 0° # j # 180°. The behavior of
h2~j! 2 have for 180° # j # 360° is identical to that for
0° # j # 180° because of the 180° rotational symme-
try of the elliptical cross section. The small jagged-
ness of the solid curve is due to the approximate
nature of our numerical ray-tracing procedure. The
dashed curve is the m 5 2 Fourier component of h2~j!
2 have that, according to the scaling behavior in e
mentioned in the above paragraph, is the dominant
contribution in the Mo¨bius regime, e ,, 1. The re-
sults for h3~j! were similar to those of Fig. 2 and,
together with Fig. 2, illustrate that to determine the
shape of the exiting phase front, and from it hp~j!, by
numerical ray tracing requires the rainbow ray to be
located accurately in the exit plane and the exiting
phase front to be sampled over a sufficiently small
interval about the rainbow ray.
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4. Supernumerary Spacing Parameter hp in First-Order
Perturbation Rayleigh–Debye Theory
The computation of light scattering by a nonspherical
particle or by a cylinder with a noncircular cross sec-
tion is best handled for moderate size parameters and
for moderate eccentricities by the so-called T-matrix
method.21,22 This approach, however, is not appro-
priate for a detailed quantitative study of rainbows
because the cylinder size parameter that is required,
x ; 1000 or greater, far exceeds the size parameter
range for which T-matrix computations are numeri-
cally stable.23 As an alternative, we employ the
first-order perturbation theory extension to the exact
Rayleigh–Debye partial-wave scattering equations.
In Refs. 24–27, the equations for wave scattering by
a nonspherical particle were derived to first order in
the particle-shape perturbation, and in Ref. 28 the
form of the equations was simplified substantially.
Similarly, in Ref. 29 the equations for wave scatter-
ing by a cylinder with a noncircular cross section
were derived to first order in the cylinder-shape per-
turbation. These first-order perturbation-theory
equations can again be simplified as follows.
The surface of the cylinder is taken to be
r~u! 5 a@1 1 df ~u!# (18)
in polar coordinates where adf ~u! is the surface-shape
perturbation from a circle, normalized so that
f ~u! , O~1!. (19)
First-order perturbation theory is an accurate ap-
proximation to exact wave scattering theory when30
d ,, 1, (20)
kad ,, 2p. (21)
Inequality ~21! is usually the more restrictive of the
two and limits the regime of applicability of first-
order perturbation theory for large-radius cylinders
to small perturbations.
The geometry of the plane wave used here is dif-
ferent from that for the ray theory in Section 3. The
electric field strength of the plane wave is E0 and it is
normally incident on the cylinder with its propaga-
tion direction parallel to the x axis and its electric
field polarized either parallel to the z axis ~TE polar-
ization! or parallel to the y axis ~TM polarization!.
We define the polarization-dependent quantities a
and b by
a 5 Hn for TE,1 for TM, b 5 H1 for TEn for TM (22)
and let
y 5 nka, (23)
El 5 aHl
~1!9~x!Jl~y! 2 bHl
~1!~x!Jl9~y!, (24)
where Jl are Bessel functions and Hl
~1! and Hl
~2! are
Hankel functions of the first and second kind. The
time dependence of the plane wave is exp~2ivt! so
that Hl
~1! and Hl
~2! describe radially outgoing and in-
coming cylindrical multipole waves, respectively.31
By matching the tangential components of the inci-
dent, scattered, and interior electric and magnetic
fields Ez, Bz, Eu 1 d~dfydu!Er, and Bu 1 d~dfydu!Br at
the surface of the cylinder to first order in d, we obtain
the far-zone scattered intensity:
I~u! 5 ~2I0ypkr!uF~u!u2, (25)
where the scattering amplitude F~u! is
F~u! 5 (
l52‘
‘
bl exp~ilu! (26)
for a TE incident plane wave and
F~u! 5 (
l52‘
‘
al exp~ilu! (27)
for a TM incident plane wave. The partial-wave
scattering amplitudes al and bl for a circular cylinder
are given by
al
~0!
bl
~0!J 5 @aJl9~x!Jl~y! 2 bJl~x!Jl9~y!#yEl, (28)
where the superscript ~0! henceforth indicates a cir-
cular cross section. For completeness, the TE and
TM partial-wave interior amplitudes are
cl
~0!
dl
~0!J 5 2iy~n2pxEl!. (29)
Fig. 2. Deviation of the p 5 2 supernumerary spacing parameter
from its average value, h2~j! 2 have, as a function of the cylinder
rotation angle j for an elliptical-cross-section cylinder with n 5
1.333, x 5 1000.0, and e 5 0.0001. The solid curve is the predic-
tion of ray theory, the dashed curve is the m 5 2 Fourier compo-
nent of the ray theory result, and the open and solid circles are the
prediction of first-order perturbation theory along with the mod-
eling of the supernumerary intensity minima with Airy theory and
CAM theory, respectively.
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When the surface of the cylinder is noncircular, the
partial wave-scattering and interior amplitudes be-
come, after a large amount of algebra,
al 5 al
~0! 1 @2i~n2 2 1!dyp#
3 (
l952‘
‘
il92lal9,l
~1! 1 O~d2!,
bl 5 bl
~0! 1 @2i~n2 2 1!dyp#
3 (
l952‘
‘
il92lbl9,l
~1! 1 O~d2!,
cl 5 cl
~0! 2 @2i~n2 2 1!dy~n2p!#
3 (
l952‘
‘
il92lcl9,l
~1! 1 O~d2!,
dl 5 dl
~0! 2 @2i~n2 2 1!dy~n2p!#
3 (
l952‘
‘
il92ldl9,l
~1! 1 O~d2!, (30)
where the superscript ~1! henceforth indicates a first-
order correction in the perturbation strength d. The
first-order corrections are
al9,l
~1! 5 $@~l92yx2!Jl9~y!Jl~y!
1 Jl99~y!Jl9~y!#Il9,l
2 ~il9yx2!Jl9~y!Jl~y!Il9,l9%y~El9El!,
bl9,l
~1! 5 @Jl9~y!Jl~y!Il9,l#y~El9El!,
cl9,l
~1! 5 $@~l92yxy!Jl9~y!Hl~1!~x!
1 Jl99~y!Hl
~1!9~x!#Il9,l 2 ~il9yxy!Jl9~y!
3 Hl
~1!~x!Il9,l9%y~El9El!,
dl9,l
~1! 5 @Jl9~y!Hl
~1!~x!Il9,l#y~El9El!, (31)
where
Il9,l 5 ~1y2p! *
0
2p
duf ~u!exp@i~l9 2 l !u#,
Il9,l9 5 ~1y2p! *
0
2p
du~dfydu!exp@i~l9 2 l !u#. (32)
The Fourier-series decomposition of the surface per-
turbation f ~u! is
f ~u! 5 A0 1 (
q51
‘
Aq cos@q~u 2 j!#
1 (
q51
‘
Bq sin@q~u 2 j!#, (33)
where again j is the rotation angle of the cylinder’s x9
axis with respect to the laboratory x axis. Inserting
Eq. ~33! into Eqs. ~32!, we obtain
Il9,l 5 A0dl9,l 1 ~1y2! (
q51
‘
~Aq 2 iBq!exp~2iqj!dl9,l2q
1 ~1y2! (
q51
‘
~Aq 1 iBq!exp~iqj!dl9,l1q,
Il9,l9 5 ~1y2! (
q51
‘
iq~Aq 2 iBq!exp~2iqj!dl9,l2q
2 ~1y2! (
q51
‘
iq~Aq 1 iBq!exp~iqj!dl9,l1q, (34)
where dl9,l is the Kronecker delta symbol. Equations
~34! illustrate that two different incident partial
waves, l9 5 l 1 q and l9 5 l 2 q, are coupled to each
scattered partial wave l by the Fourier component q
of the surface perturbation. This is a simpler situ-
ation than for scattering by a perturbed sphere28
where all the incident partial waves l9 in the interval
l 2 q # l9 # l 1 q are coupled with various strengths
to each scattered partial wave l by the Fourier com-
ponent q of the surface perturbation.
Before we can apply first-order perturbation theory
to the p rainbow of an elliptical-cross-section cylinder
illuminated by a TE-polarized plane wave, we must
first perform a Debye-series decomposition of the
partial-wave scattering amplitudes and retain only
the p term in Eq. ~26! so as to rid the scattered in-
tensity of the influence of other scattering processes
such as reflection. We denote the cylinder interior
as region 1 and the exterior as region 2. We consider
a radially incoming TE or TM cylindrical multipole
wave in region 2 with the partial-wave number l9.
When it encounters the cylinder surface, a portion
^l9,l
21 of the wave amplitude is transmitted into the
cylinder as a different cylindrical multipole wave
with the partial-wave number l. The remaining por-
tion of the wave amplitude 5l9,l
22 is reflected from the
surface as a radially outgoing cylindrical multipole
wave with the partial-wave number l. Following the
procedure in the appendix of Ref. 20 applied to the
perturbed cylinder geometry, we obtain
^l9,l
21 5 Tl
21dl9,l 2 @4i~n
2 2 1!dyp#il92lTl9,l21 1 O~d2!,
5l9,l
22 5 Rl
22dl9,l 2 @4i~n
2 2 1!dyp#il92lRl9,l22 1 O~d2!,
(35)
where
Tl
21 5 4iy~npxDl!,
Rl
22 5 2@aHl
~2!9~x!Hl
~2!~y! 2 bHl
~2!~x!Hl
~2!9~y!#yDl,
(36)
with
Dl 5 aHl
~1!9~x!Hl
~2!~y! 2 bHl
~1!~x!Hl
~2!9~y!. (37)
Equations ~36! and ~37! describe the conservation of
partial-wave number for transmission and reflection
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of a cylindrical multipole wave by a circular-cross-
section cylinder and correspond to conservation of
angular momentum in analogous expressions for
quantum mechanical scattering. In addition, the
quantities
Tl9,l
21 5 $@~l92yxy!Hl9~2!~y!Hl~1!~x!
1 Hl9
~2!9~y!Hl
~1!9~x!#Il9,l 2 ~il9yxy!
3 Hl9
~2!~y!Hl
~1!~x!Il9,l9%y~nDl9Dl!,
Rl9,l
22 5 $@~l92yx2!Hl9~2!~y!Hl~2!~y!
1 Hl9
~2!9~y!Hl
~2!9~y!#Il9,l 2 ~il9yx2!Hl9~2!~y!
3 Hl
~2!~y!Il9,l9%y~Dl9Dl! (38)
for the TM polarization and
Tl9,l
21 5 @Hl9
~2!~y!Hl
~1!~x!Il9,l#y~nDl9Dl!,
Rl9,l
22 5 @Hl9
~2!~y!Hl
~2!~y!Il9,l#y~Dl9Dl! (39)
for the TE polarization describe the coupling between
the partial waves l9 and l of the incident and scat-
tered light induced by the noncircular character of
the surface shape. In quantum mechanical scatter-
ing, analogous expressions describe the target taking
up some of the angular momentum of the projectile
during the scattering process.
Similarly, when a TE or TM radially outgoing cy-
lindrical multipole wave in region 1 with the partial-
wave number l9 encounters the cylinder surface, a
portion ^l9,l
12 of the wave amplitude is transmitted to
the exterior as a different cylindrical multipole wave
with the partial-wave number l, and the remaining
portion of the wave amplitude 5l9,l
11 is reflected back
inside the cylinder as a different cylindrical multipole
wave with the partial-wave number l. Again, fol-
lowing the procedure in the appendix of Ref. 20 ap-
plied to the perturbed cylinder geometry, we obtain
^l9,l
12 5 Tl
12dl9,l 2 @4i~n
2 2 1!dyp#il92lTl9,l12 1 O~d2!,
5l9,l
11 5 Rl
11dl9,l 2 @4i~n
2 2 1!dyp#il92lRl9,l11 1 O~d2!,
(40)
where
Tl
12 5 4iny~pxDl!,
Rl
11 5 2@aHl
~1!9~x!Hl
~1!~y! 2 bHl
~1!~x!Hl
~1!9~y!#yDl,
(41)
Tl9,l
12 5 $@~l92yxy!Hl9~1!~x!Hl~2!~y!
1 Hl9
~1!9~x!Hl
~2!9~y!#Il9,l 2 ~il9yxy!Hl9~1!~x!
3 Hl
~2!~y!Il9,l9%@ny~Dl9Dl!#,
Rl9,l
11 5 $@~l92yy2!Hl9~1!~x!Hl~1!~x!
1 Hl9
~1!9~x!Hl
~1!9~x!#Il9,l 2 ~il9yy2!Hl9~1!~x!
3 Hl
~1!~x!Il9,l9%y~Dl9Dl! (42)
for the TM polarization and
Tl9,l
12 5 @Hl9
~1!~x!Hl
~2!~y!Il9,l#@ny~Dl9Dl!#,
Rl9,l
11 5 @Hl9
~1!~x!Hl
~1!~x!Il9,l#y~Dl9Dl! (43)
for the TE polarization.
Now that we have obtained the partial-wave trans-
mission and reflection Fresnel coefficients to first or-
der in d, again after a great amount of algebra, one
finds that the partial-wave scattering amplitudes of
Eqs. ~28! and ~31! can be written in terms of these
Fresnel coefficients as
al
~0!
bl
~0!J 5 ~1y2!@1 2 Rl22 2 Tl21~1 2 Rl11!21Tl12#
5 ~1y2!@1 2 Rl22 2 (
p51
‘
Tl
21~Rl
11!p21Tl
12#, (44)
al9,l
~1!
bl9l
~1!J 5 Rl9,l22 1 Tl9,l21~1 2 Rl11!21Tl12
1 Tl9
21~1 2 Rl9
11!21Rl9,l
11~1 2 Rl
11!21Tl
12
1 Tl9
21~1 2 Rl9
11!21Tl9,l
12,
5 Rl9,l
22 1 (
p51
‘
Tl9,l
21~Rl
11!p21Tl
12
1 (
s50
‘
(
t50
‘
Tl9
21~Rl9
11!sRl9,l
11~Rl
11!tTl
12
1 (
p51
‘
Tl9
21~Rl9
11!p21Tl9,l
12, (45)
where the TE version of the coefficients is to be used
in the decomposition of bl
~0! and bl9,l
~1! and the TM
version is to be used in the decomposition of al
~0! and
al9,l
~1!. Equations ~44! are the original series expan-
sion of Debye,13 and Eqs. ~45! are its extension to
first order in d for a cylinder with a noncircular
cross section. The significance of Eqs. ~45! is that
it clearly illustrates the physical mechanism by
which the noncircular component of the surface
shape induces a coupling between the incoming and
outgoing partial waves l9 and l. The coupling is
produced at any of the interactions of the cylindrical
multipole waves with the surface, i.e., at the exter-
nal reflection, at the initial transmission into the
cylinder, at any of the internal reflections, and at
the final transmission out of the cylinder. Because
the partial-wave scattering amplitudes are calcu-
lated to only first order in d, only one change of the
partial-wave number is permitted in each term of
Eqs. ~45!. The extension of perturbation theory to
O~dn! would include up to n changes of the partial-
wave number in each term.
For completeness, the Debye-series decomposition
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of the partial-wave interior amplitudes of Eqs. ~29!
and ~31! is found after much algebra to be
cl
~0!
dl
~0!J 5 ~1yn!Tl21~1 2 Rl11!21
5 ~1yn! (
p51
‘
Tl
21~Rl
11!p21, (46)
cl9,l
~1!
dl9,l
~1!J 5 2nTl9,l21~1 2 Rl11!21 1 2nTl921
3 ~1 2 Rl9
11!21Rl9,l
11~1 2 Rl
11!21
5 2n (
p51
‘
Tl9,l
21~Rl
11!p21
1 2n (
s50
‘
(
t50
‘
Tl9
21~Rl9
11!sRl9,l
11~Rl
11!t, (47)
where again the TE version of the Fresnel coefficients
is to be used in the decomposition of dl
~0! and dl9,l
~1!, and
the TM version is to be used in the decomposition of cl
~0!
and cl9,l
~1!. The partial-wave coupling induced by the
noncircular component of the surface shape is implicit
in the T-matrix formalism32,33 and provides the
physical explanation for the optimal positioning of a
tightly focused laser beam on a microparticle when
morphology-dependent resonances are excited.28,34,35
Equations ~45! are not especially convenient for
numerical computations because they contain Bessel
functions of negative order. If we assume that the
cylinder surface shape is given in Fourier-series form
and we substitute Eqs. ~34! into Eqs. ~31, 38!, and
~42!, the scattering amplitude F~u! for TE scattering
can be simplified to
F~u! 5 F~0!~u! 1 @2i~n2 2 1!dyp#A0 Q0~u!
1 @2i~n2 2 1!dyp# (
q51
‘
iqQ1~q, u!
3 @Aq cos~qj! 2 Bq sin~qj!#
2 @2i~n2 2 1!dyp# (
q51
‘
iqQ2~q, u!
3 @Aq sin~qj! 1 Bq cos~qj!#. (48)
The first term of Eq. ~48!,
F~0!~u! 5 b0
~0! 1 2 (
l51
‘
bl
~0! cos ~lu!, (49)
is the scattering amplitude for a circular-cross-
section cylinder in Rayleigh–Debye theory, and the
expressions
Q0~u! 5 U0 1 2 (
l51
‘
Ul cos~lu!,
Q1~q, u! 5 (
l50
‘
Vl,q
1$cos~lu! 1 ~21!q cos@~l 1 q!u#%
1 (
l51
q21
~21!lVl,q
2 cos~lu!,
Q2~q, u! 5 (
l50
‘
Vl,q
1$sin~lu! 2 ~21!q sin@~l 1 q!u#%
2 (
l51
q21
~21!lVl,q
2 sin~lu! (50)
linear in d in Eq. ~48! with
Ul 5 Jl
2~y!yEl2,
Vl,q
1 5 Jl~y!Jq1l~y!y~El Eq1l!,
Vl,q
2 5 Jl~y!Jq2l~y!y~El Eq2l! (51)
are the contribution to the scattering amplitude pro-
vided by the various Fourier components of the sur-
face perturbation. The term proportional to A0
corresponds to a perturbation in the form of a small
increase of radius, and the terms proportional to Aq
and Bq for q $ 1 correspond to a shape perturbation.
The one-internal-reflection portion of Eqs. ~51! is
Ul 5 Tl,l
21Rl
11Tl
12 1 Tl
21Rl,l
11Tl
12
1 Tl
21Rl
11Tl,l
12,
Vl,q
1 5 Tq1l,l
21Rl
11Tl
12 1 Tq1l
21Rq1l,l
11Tl
12
1 Tq1l
21Rq1l
11Tq1l,l
12,
Vl,q
2 5 Tq2l,l
21Rl
11Tl
12 1 Tq2l
21Rq2l,l
11Tl
12
1 Tq2l
21Rq2l
11Tq2l,l
12. (52)
The first, second, and third terms of Vl,q
1 and Vl,q
2
correspond to the change in the partial-wave number
occurring at the initial refraction into the cylinder, at
the internal reflection, and at the final refraction out
of the cylinder, respectively. Because Ul corre-
sponds only to an increase of radius, the partial-wave
number is conserved at the initial refraction, at the
internal reflection, and at the final refraction.
We now specify the cylinder-shape Fourier coeffi-
cients Aq and Bq. When the cylinder rotation angle
is j 5 0°, the ellipse of Eq. ~4! can be expressed in
polar coordinates as
r~u! 5 a~1 1 e!@1 1 ~2e 1 e2!cos2~u!#21y2, (53)
and the surface perturbation is
f ~u! 5 r~u! 2 a. (54)
The first few Fourier coefficients of Eq. ~54! are
A0 5 ey2 2 3e2y16 1 3e3y32 1 . . . ,
A2 5 2ey2 1 5e3y64 1 . . . ,
A4 5 3e
2y16 2 3e3y32 1 . . . ,
A6 5 25e
3y64 1 . . . ,
B2 5 B4 5 B6 5 0. (55)
The leading term of the coefficients Aq for q $ 2 is
proportional to eqy2. Because first-order perturba-
tion theory is accurate to only order e, the association
d 5 ey2, A0 5 1, A2 5 21 (56)
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describes the ellipse in first-order perturbation the-
ory in a self-consistent way. At this level of approx-
imation, an ellipse and a quadrupole deformation of a
circle are equivalent. Similarly, a perturbation in
the form of a small increase of radius is
d 5 ey2, A0 5 1. (57)
In the numerical studies of these equations, I first
performed the following test as a check of my analyt-
ical perturbation-theory formulas, the computer pro-
gram that implements them, and to explore the limit
of applicability of first-order perturbation theory. I
computed the p 5 2 portion of the scattered intensity
for a circular-cross-section cylinder having n 5 1.333
and x 5 1000.0 using exact Rayleigh–Debye theory.
The angle of the intensity minimum between the first
and second supernumerary maxima ua
min and the
angle of the intensity minimum between the second
and third supernumerary maxima ub
min, both mea-
sured in degrees, were determined to within
60.000 005°. I then assumed that these angles cor-
respond to the first and second zeros of the Airy in-
tegral,36 Ai~22.338 107! and Ai~24.087 949!,
respectively. I determined the rainbow angle u2
R
and the supernumerary spacing parameter h2 from
Eqs. ~7! and ~8! by
2.338 107 5 ~py180!x2y3~uamin 2 u2R!yh21y3,
4.087 949 5 ~py180!x2y3~ubmin 2 u2R!yh21y3, (58)
or
u2
R 5 ~2.336 182!ua
min 2 ~1.336 182!ub
min,
h2 5 ~0.992 283!~10
26!x2~ub
min 2 ua
min!3. (59)
Using Eqs. ~59!, I found u2
R 5 137.945 68° and h2 5
4.643 221, which differ only slightly from the ray
theory values u2
R 5 137.921 89° and h2 5 4.899 194
of Eqs. ~1! and ~3!. The exact wave theory results
differ slightly from the ray theory results because we
are not in the x 3 ‘ limit and because Rayleigh–
Debye intensity is not perfectly fit by the square of an
Airy integral. In particular, curved-surface Fresnel
transmission and reflection coefficients rather than
flat-surface Fresnel coefficients should be used in Eq.
~7!, the angle dependence of the Fresnel coefficients
should be included, and terms of higher order than
X3ya2 in the phase-front shape of Eq. ~2! should be
included.11,17
These improvements are taken into account in
CAM theory; when we model the intensity minima of
the p 5 2 rainbow using the lowest-order CAM cor-
rection to Airy theory, we obtain an improved agree-
ment between first-order perturbation theory and ray
theory. In Ref. 17, Khare and Nussenzveig obtained
u1 5 0.202 and v0 5 0.473 for electromagnetic scat-
tering of a TE-polarized plane wave by a sphere with
n 5 1.33. We use these values of u1 and v0 for
scattering by both a circular cylinder, which should
be appropriate, and by an elliptical-cross-section cyl-
inder, which may not be entirely appropriate. The
presence of the Ai9 term in relation ~9! is of no con-
sequence in the determination of ua
min and ub
min be-
cause the relative maxima and minima of Eq. ~7! and
the intensity corresponding to relation ~9! are iden-
tical. But when the progressively increased stretch-
ing of the exact Rayleigh–Debye wave theory
intensity with respect to Airy theory is taken into
account by replacing x2y3Dyhp
1y3 in Eqs. ~58! with
~x2y3Dyhp
1y3!~1 1 0.202D!, we obtain u2
R 5
137.914 91° and h2 5 4.954 462. This makes up
approximately 71% and 78%, respectively, of the dif-
ference between ray theory and first-order perturba-
tion theory with Airy modeling of the supernumerary
intensity minima.
I then determined the limit to the validity of first-
order perturbation theory as follows. I repeated the
procedure of Eqs. ~59! using Airy theory to model the
supernumerary intensity minima for a set of slightly
larger circular cylinders using two different methods.
First, I used exact Rayleigh–Debye theory for n 5
1.333 and x 5 ~1000.0! ~1 1 d! with d ,, 1. Second,
for the same set of circular cylinders I used first-order
perturbation theory with n 5 1.333, x 5 1000.0, and
with the perturbation being an increase of radius as
in Eqs. ~57!. The values of ua
min and ub
min that I
obtained using first-order perturbation theory and
exact Rayleigh–Debye theory agreed to within
60.000 02° for d # 0.0001, or for 1000.0 # x # 1000.1,
which is in agreement with inequality ~21!. As long
as d # 0.0001, both minimum intensity angles in
perturbation theory increased by the same amount
with respect to their Rayleigh–Debye values. So the
resulting value of h2 from Eqs. ~59! remained identi-
cal to the Rayleigh–Debye result. But for much
larger values of d, the two minimum intensity angles
in perturbation theory increased by differing
amounts, leading to differences between the
perturbation-theory and Rayleigh–Debye values of
h2. Thus I consider d 5 0.0001 for x 5 1000.0 to be
a safe upper limit for the accuracy of first-order per-
turbation theory to determine h2 for a circular-cross-
section cylinder.
I also tried to determine h2 from the first two su-
pernumerary maxima of the perturbation-theory in-
tensity. Again I associated these maxima with the
first maximum and the first minimum of the Airy
integral,36 Ai~21.018 793! and Ai~23.248 198!, re-
spectively. Using this method, I found that the safe
upper limit for first-order perturbation theory was
now an order of magnitude smaller than it was when
the intensity minima were used. This is due to the
fact that first-order perturbation theory introduced a
slowly varying background intensity superposed on
the rainbow. This shifted the angles of the broad
intensity maxima of Fig. 1 by larger differing
amounts than it did for the sharp intensity minima.
Thus I obtained the best performance from first-order
perturbation theory when I analyzed the first two
intensity minima of the supernumerary interference
pattern.
I then used first-order perturbation theory with
Eqs. ~56! and ~59! and with Airy modeling of the
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intensity minima to obtain u2
R~j! and h2~j! for an
elliptical-cross-section cylinder having n 5 1.333, x 5
1000.0, e 5 0.0001, and d 5 0.000 05 as a function of
the cylinder rotation angle j. For the Airy theory
modeling, we assumed that the scattered intensity in
the vicinity of the rainbow is given by
I~u, j! } Ai2$2xave
2y3@u 2 up
R~j!#yhp~j!1y3%, (60)
where xave is the average value of the size parameter
of the elliptical cross section. The resulting behav-
ior of h2~j! 2 have and u2
R~j! 2 uave
R is shown in Figs.
2 and 3, respectively. In obtaining these graphs I
took into account the difference in the geometry of the
plane wave in ray theory and Rayleigh–Debye theory.
In ray theory the plane wave propagates in the 2y
direction, it is incident on a cylinder with eccentricity
e, and the scattering angle u is measured clockwise
from the 2y axis; however, in first-order perturbation
Rayleigh–Debye theory the incident plane wave prop-
agates in the x direction so that it sees a cylinder of
eccentricity 2e, and the scattering angle is measured
counterclockwise from the x axis so that the observer
sees the angle 2u. In Fig. 3, u2
R~j! 2 uave
R is com-
pared with that obtained with the ray-tracing proce-
dure of Section 2. The results are virtually identical
and agree exactly with the Mo¨bius theory prediction
of Eqs. ~6!. The value of uave
R for the elliptical-cross-
section data of Fig. 3 is 137.945 39° which compares
favorably with u2
R 5 137.945 68° obtained from exact
Rayleigh–Debye theory for a circular-cross-section
cylinder with xave 5 1000.05.
In Fig. 2 for h2~j! 2 have, the prediction of ray
theory is the solid curve, the m 5 2 Fourier compo-
nent of the ray theory result is the dashed curve, and
the results of first-order perturbation theory with
Airy theory modeling of the rainbow intensity min-
ima are the open circles. The comparison between
the first-order perturbation theory and ray theory
results is not as close as it was for the rainbow angle.
The amplitude of the oscillation of h2 in perturbation
theory is approximately 17% higher than that for ray
theory, the oscillation is approximately 20° out of
phase with ray theory, and the oscillation is not quite
sinusoidal. But in another sense the results are en-
couraging because we are comparing h2~j! obtained
by two entirely different methods. The ray theory
results were obtained from the phase-front curvature
in the near zone whereas I obtained the wave theory
results from analyzing the far-zone rainbow. I ob-
tained have 5 4.643 972 for the elliptical-cross-section
perturbation-theory data of Fig. 2, in comparison
with h2 5 4.643 188 obtained using exact Rayleigh–
Debye theory for a circular-cross-section cylinder
having xave 5 1000.05.
I verified that the difference between ray theory
and first-order perturbation theory for h2~j! 2 have in
Fig. 2 was not due to the perturbation theory calcu-
lation being beyond its upper limit for accuracy for an
elliptical surface shape by decreasing d by an order of
magnitude, repeating the calculation, and obtaining
the same results. Similarly, I verified that the dif-
ferences in Fig. 2 were not due to numerical inaccu-
racies in determining the intensity minima ua
min and
ub
min. An uncertainty dumin in degrees in either
ua
min or ub
min produces an uncertainty
dh2 , ~0.029 923!dumin~h2 xave!2y3 (61)
in h2 and an uncertainty
du2
R , dumin (62)
in u2
R. When dumin ’ 0.000 01° and xave 5 1000.05,
we find that dh2 ; 0.000 086, which is approximately
2.2% of the amplitude of oscillation of h2~j! in Fig. 2,
and du2
R ; 0.000 01°, which is approximately 0.076%
of the amplitude of oscillation of u2
R~j! in Fig. 3.
These uncertainties are negligible. Thus I conclude
that the difference between the first-order perturba-
tion theory with Airy theory modeling of the super-
numerary intensity minima and the ray theory
results for h2~j! 2 have are due to the fact that the
wave theory intensity is not perfectly fit by the square
of an Airy integral and, in particular, that the inten-
sity minima in wave theory do not correspond exactly
to the zeros of the Airy integral of Eq. ~7!.
The sensitivity analysis described in the preceding
paragraph also indicates that h2 is approximately 29
times more sensitive ~i.e., 2.2%y0.076% ’ 29! to any
inaccuracy in the determination ua
min and ub
min than
is the position of the p 5 2 rainbow. A consequence
of this is that a sizable error in either the calculation
or the measurement of hp can occur without greatly
affecting the calculated or measured value of the
rainbow angle. Said a different way, with Eqs. ~58!
written as
u2
R~j! 5 ua
min~j! 2 2.338 107~180yp!h2~j!1y3yxave2y3,
(63)
Fig. 3. Deviation of the p 5 2 rainbow angle from its average
value, u2
R~j! 2 uave
R, as a function of the cylinder rotation angle j
for an elliptical-cross-section cylinder with n 5 1.333, x 5 1000.0,
and e 5 0.0001. The solid curve is the prediction of ray theory,
and the open circles are the prediction of first-order perturbation
theory along with the modeling of the supernumerary intensity
minima with Airy theory.
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approximately 97% of the j dependence of u2
R is pro-
duced by the j dependence of ua
min when xave ’
1000.0 whereas only approximately 3% is produced
by the j dependence of h2. This is why the compar-
ison between first-order perturbation theory and ray
theory for the rainbow angle was so good in Fig. 3.
These differing sensitivities also have great signifi-
cance for my experimental measurement of h2~j! and
h3~j! to be reported separately.
We have already seen that use of the lowest-order
CAM correction to Airy theory to model the intensity
minima of the p 5 2 rainbow of a circular-cross-
section cylinder eliminated most of the difference in
u2
R and h2 between first-order perturbation theory
and ray theory. We do not obtain the same degree of
success, however, for an elliptical-cross-section cylin-
der. Use of CAM modeling of the rainbow intensity
minima in Eqs. ~58!, the results for u2
R~j! 2 uave
R are
identical to those of Airy rainbow modeling. Also,
we obtain uave
R 5 137.914 62° and have 5 4.954 793
for the elliptical-cross-section cylinder which are ex-
tremely close to the CAM theory results u2
R 5
137.914 91° and h2 5 4.954 462 for the circular-
cross-section cylinder discussed above. But the am-
plitude of oscillation of h2~j! 2 have by use of CAM
modeling of the rainbow minima ~with the coeffi-
cients u1 and v0 for a sphere! grows to 28% larger
than that for ray theory. The CAM results are
shown as the solid circles in Fig. 2. These results
illustrate that, although CAM modeling of the rain-
bow minima improves the absolute value of h2 for an
elliptical-cross-section cylinder, it does not improve
the j dependence of h2. If, however, the CAM for-
malism of Refs. 17–19 were to be extended to
elliptical-cross-section cylinders so that the j depen-
dence of u1 is included, the CAM predictions would
again presumably be closer to ray theory than the
predictions of first-order perturbation theory with
Airy modeling of the rainbow minima.
5. Conclusion
The feature of the rainbow that has historically re-
ceived the most attention by theorists is the far-zone
rainbow scattering angle up
R. But both the ray
theory and the first-order perturbation wave theory
calculations described here indicate that the super-
numerary spacing parameter hp is a much more sen-
sitive and delicate feature of the rainbow than is up
R.
Using ray theory I found that hp~j! oscillates sinusoi-
dally as a function of j for a small cylinder ellipticity
e, just as the rainbow angle did in Mo¨bius theory.
Although I was not able to obtain an analytic expres-
sion for hp~j! for e ,, 1, a good approximation in this
regime is given by approximations ~16! and ~17! for
p 5 2 and 1.25 # n # 1.7. As e increases, higher
Fourier components become important, and the os-
cillation is no longer exactly sinusoidal.
In the first-order perturbation version of wave the-
ory, we found in Eqs. ~34! that each Fourier compo-
nent of the cylinder’s surface shape for q $ 1 couples
two different incident partial waves to a single inte-
rior or scattered partial wave. The Debye-series de-
composition of the perturbation-theory partial-wave
scattering amplitudes of Eqs. ~45! and ~47! illustrates
the physical mechanism of the partial-wave coupling
in a clear way. The coupling occurs at any of the
interactions of the multipole waves with the cylinder
surface. The partial-wave-changing Fresnel coeffi-
cients for reflection and transmission are given in
Eqs. ~35! ~38–40! ~42!, and ~43!. To determine hp~j!
using first-order perturbation theory, we also had to
model the minima of the supernumerary interference
pattern using either Airy theory or the lowest-order
CAM correction to Airy theory. We found that al-
though CAM modeling for spheres produced a better
agreement with ray theory for h2 for a circular-cross-
section cylinder and have for an elliptical-cross-
section cylinder, the Airy modeling produced a better
agreement for the oscillation of h2~j!. We also found
that reasonably large uncertainties can occur in hp~j!
without seriously affecting the calculated value of the
rainbow angle up
R~j!. Conversely, the angles of the
supernumerary maxima or minima need to be mea-
sured with extreme accuracy to determine hp~j!,
which strongly affects experiments that attempt to
measure hp~j!.
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tional Aeronautics and Space Administration under
grant NCC-3-521.
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